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The Gabble And Other Stories
A New York Times Bestseller An audacious,
irreverent investigation of human behavior—and a
first look at a revolution in the making Our personal
data has been used to spy on us, hire and fire us,
and sell us stuff we don’t need. In Dataclysm,
Christian Rudder uses it to show us who we truly
are. For centuries, we’ve relied on polling or smallscale lab experiments to study human behavior.
Today, a new approach is possible. As we live more
of our lives online, researchers can finally observe
us directly, in vast numbers, and without filters. Data
scientists have become the new demographers. In
this daring and original book, Rudder explains how
Facebook "likes" can predict, with surprising
accuracy, a person’s sexual orientation and even
intelligence; how attractive women receive
exponentially more interview requests; and why you
must have haters to be hot. He charts the rise and
fall of America’s most reviled word through Google
Search and examines the new dynamics of
collaborative rage on Twitter. He shows how people
express themselves, both privately and publicly.
What is the least Asian thing you can say? Do
people bathe more in Vermont or New Jersey? What
do black women think about Simon & Garfunkel?
(Hint: they don’t think about Simon & Garfunkel.)
Rudder also traces human migration over time,
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showing how groups of people move from certain
small towns to the same big cities across the globe.
And he grapples with the challenge of maintaining
privacy in a world where these explorations are
possible. Visually arresting and full of wit and insight,
Dataclysm is a new way of seeing ourselves—a
brilliant alchemy, in which math is made human and
numbers become the narrative of our time.
In outer space you can never feel sure that your
adversary is altogether human. The runcible buffers
on Samarkand have been mysteriously sabotaged,
killing many thousands and destroying a terraforming
project. Agent Cormac must reach it by ship to begin
an investigation. But Cormac has incurred the wrath
of a vicious psychopath called Pelter, who is
prepared to follow him across the galaxy with a
terrifying android in tow. Despite the sub-zero
temperature of Samarkand, Cormac discovers signs
of life: they are two 'dracomen', alien beasts
contrived by an extra-galactic entity calling itself
'Dragon', which is a huge creature consisting of four
conjoined spheres of flesh each a kilometre in
diameter. Caught between the byzantine wiles of the
Dragon and the lethal fury of Pelter, Cormac needs
to skip very nimbly indeed to rescue the Samarkand
project and protect his own life. Gridlinked is the first
sci-fi thriller in Neal Asher's compelling Agent
Cormac series.
A New York Times bestseller Named a Best Book of
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2020 by the Australian Book Review, AV Club,
Books-a-Million, Electric Literature, Esquire, the
Financial Times, Good Housekeeping (UK), The
Guardian, Kirkus Reviews, Literary Hub, the New
Statesman, the New York Public Library, NPR, the
Star Tribune, and TIME Marilynne Robinson, winner
of the Pulitzer Prize and the National Humanities
Medal, returns to the world of Gilead with Jack, the
latest novel in one of the great works of
contemporary American fiction Marilynne
Robinson’s mythical world of Gilead, Iowa—the
setting of her novels Gilead, Home, and Lila, and
now Jack—and its beloved characters have
illuminated and interrogated the complexities of
American history, the power of our emotions, and the
wonders of a sacred world. Jack is Robinson’s
fourth novel in this now-classic series. In it, Robinson
tells the story of John Ames Boughton, the prodigal
son of Gilead’s Presbyterian minister, and his
romance with Della Miles, a high school teacher who
is also the child of a preacher. Their deeply felt,
tormented, star-crossed interracial romance
resonates with all the paradoxes of American life,
then and now. Robinson’s Gilead novels, which
have won one Pulitzer Prize and two National Book
Critics Circle Awards, are a vital contribution to
contemporary American literature and a revelation of
our national character and humanity.
Neal Asher takes on first contact, Polity style. This
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original novel recounts the first contact between the
aggressive Prador aliens, and the Polity Collective
as it is forced to retool its society to a war footing.
The overwhelming brute force of the Prador
dreadnaughts causes several worlds and space
stations to be overrun. Prador Moon follows the
initial Polity defeats, to the first draws, and
culminates in what might be the first Polity victory,
told from the point of view of two unlikely heroes. For
the first time in the US in eBook format.
Presents a chronology of the life of author Flannery
O'Conner, comments and letters by the author about
the story, and a series of ten critical essays by noted
authors about her work.
Follow Father Tim and Cynthia on their journey to
research his Kavanagh ancestry in the Irish
countryside in this novel in the beloved Mitford series
from #1 New York Times bestselling author Jan
Karon. Vacation—the very word has been foreign to
Episcopal priest Tim Kavanagh. Now retired from
tending his flock in the village of Mitford, he is
making good on a promise to show his wife, Cynthia,
the charming land of his Irish ancestors. But after
arriving at a Lough Arrow fishing lodge in the midst
of a torrential downpour, the charm disappears. They
find their holiday upended by an intruder, a treasured
painting is stolen from the lodge, and a family conflict
dating back nearly a century turns even more bitter.
As three generations struggle to find deliverance
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from the crucifying power of secrets, Tim and
Cynthia stumble upon a faded journal that might just
explain the crime—and offer a chance at redemption.
A hauntingly beautiful, wickedly funny, and
devastatingly moving novel of innocence and
dreams that announces the arrival of a major new
talent to the literary scene In the attic room at 26
Waifer Avenue, identical twins Georgia and Bessi
Hunter share nectarines and forge their identities,
while escaping from the sadness and danger that
inhabit the floors below. But innocence lasts for only
so long—and dreams, no matter how vivid and
powerful, cannot slow the relentless incursion of the
real world.
"A writer of great wit and style...I've read her books
to ragged shreds."-Kate Fenton, Daily Telegraph The
spirited and independent Miss Annis Wychwood is
twenty-nine and well past the age for falling in love.
But when Annis embroils herself in the affairs of a
pretty runaway heiress, Miss Lucilla Carleton, she is
destined to see a great deal of her fugitive's uncivil
and high-handed guardian, Mr. Oliver Carleton.
Befriending the wayward girl brings unexpected
consequences, among them the conflicting emotions
aroused by her guardian, who is quite the rudest
man Annis has ever met... Georgette Heyer's
historical novels have charmed and delighted
millions of readers. Her smart, independent heroines
and dashing heroes brilliantly illuminate one of the
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most exciting and fascinating eras of English history,
when drawing rooms sparkled with well-dressed
nobility, and romantic intrigues ruled the day. "In this
delectable Georgette Heyer novel, the lady of quality
and her bit-of-a-rake swain are the ones on whom
our eyes are fixed. They don't play us false. Miss
Heyer is in top form...romantic, amusing, and full of
tart-tongued comment on the mores of the
time."-Publishers Weekly "Set in Bath in the last
years of the Regency, it has the authentic Heyer
sparkle."-Woman's Journal
Thorvald Spear, resurrected from his death over a hundred
years earlier, continues to hunt Penny Royal, the rogue AI
and dangerous war criminal on the run from Polity forces.
Beyond the Graveyard, a lawless and deadly area in deep
space, Spear follows the trail of several enemy Prador, the
crab-like alien species with a violent history of conflict with
humanity. Sverl, a Prador genetically modified by Penny
Royal and slowly becoming human, pursues Cvorn, a Prador
harboring deep hatred for the Polity looking to use him and
other hybrids to reignite the dormant war with mankind. Blite,
captain of a bounty hunting ship, hands over two prisoners
and valuable memplants from Penny Royal to the Brockle, a
dangerous forensics entity under strict confinement on a
Polity spaceship that quickly takes a keen interest in the
corrupted AI and its unclear motives. Penny Royal meanwhile
continues to pull all the strings in the background, keeping the
Polity at bay and seizing control of an attack ship. It seeks
Factory Station Room 101, a wartime manufacturing space
station believed to be destroyed. What does it want with the
factory? And will Spear find the rogue AI before it gets there?
War Factory, the second book in the Transformation trilogy, is
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signature space opera from Neal Asher: breakneck pacing,
high-tech science, bizarre alien creatures, and gritty,
dangerous far-future worlds.
A powerful debut about a young man whose denial of his past
nearly destroys the new life he seeks Shaking off his hellish
adolescence in a nowhere Nebraska town (and leaving a
beloved younger sister to fend for herself in the same hostile
environment), Seth McKenna escapes to make a new reality
for himself as a struggling artist in Manhattan. When he falls
hard for Jim Glaser, an alluring older man who is astonished
to find in Seth the second love of his life, it seems simpler to
gloss over his old life in Drinkwater and the history he used to
have. Jim, who expected to remain alone forever, is happy to
start over, too, and theirs becomes a tender, sexy romance.
Although Seth seems to have successfully put his past
behind him to become the man he wants to be---the kind of
man Jim can cherish---his childhood rushes back
unexpectedly and with a vengeance. When Seth's sister,
Cassie, arrives in the city with significant secrets and plans of
her own, Drinkwater's intractable demands force Seth to
revisit his hidden past. What Jim learns about Seth's
concealments threatens to destroy their new life together. An
engrossing contemporary drama of family ties both imposed
and chosen, What Love Means to You People presents an
indelible, illuminating look at the survival of the human spirit
through willful reinvention and the power of love. Advance
Praise for What Love Means to You People "A powerful debut
novel--smart, sexy, and highly readable. NancyKay Shapiro's
characters are subtly observed and movingly
human."--Regina McBride, author of The Marriage Bed
"Profound and moving. Shapiro dares to reimagine suffering
and takes us on a journey to love and back. Seth McKenna
will get under your skin. I am touched."--Abha Dawesar,
author of Babyji "NancyKay Shapiro's debut is a powerful and
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knowing look at what can happen to love when the past
bubbles up into the present. Elegantly written, this is a
moving and surprising novel that doesn't let you
go."--Katharine Weber, author of The Little Women, The
Music Lesson, and Objects in Mirror Are Closer Than They
Appear
In the eight years since his first full-length novel Gridlinked
was published by Pan Macmillan, Neal Asher has firmly
established himself as one of the leading British writers of
Science Fiction, and his novels are now translated in many
languages. Most of his stories are set in a galactic futurescape called ‘The Polity’, and with this collection of
marvellously inventive and action-packed short stories, he
takes us further into the manifold diversities of that amazing
universe. No one does monsters better than Neal Asher, so
be prepared to revisit the lives and lifestyles of such
favourites as the gabbleduck and the hooder, to savour alien
poisons, the walking dead, the Sea of Death, and the
putrefactor symbiont.
A Crown Disowned is the third volume of the cycle of Oak,
Yew, Ash, and Rowan that began with To the King a
Daughter and continued in Knight or Knave. The earth
shakes and splits as the forces from the North draw nearer.
The Ice Dragon Riders are speaking to the land, and more
fire mountains awaken in the Bog. Rohan seeks to join forces
with Tusser, leader of the Bog-folk, as Queen Ysa raises an
army to clear the Bog. War draws closer until even the Queen
cannot deny it any longer. Raids from the north increase, and,
for the first time, the Riders of the Ice Dragons appear. It is
time for the Queen to give up her game of pitting one faction
against another. Four great armies are assembled to march
under the same banner. Though they do not represent the
Four Trees, they nevertheless see this as a good omen.
Many good men from all four armies fall in battle, yet the
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Great Foulness is still at large. Is the combined might of the
four powers enough to free the land from evil?
Mysterious aliens ... ruthless terrorists ... androids with
attitude ... genetic manipulation ... punch-ups with lasers ...
giant spaceships ... what more could you want? This great
collection of 10 short stories by the author of Gridlinked, The
Skinner, In the Line of Polity, and many more is a great read!
It is a life-changing deal—and it will end your life as you know
it. Sarah Trevelyan would give anything to regain the power
and wealth her family has lost, so she makes a bargain with
Azrael, Lord of Darkwater Hall. He will give her everything
she needs to restore the Trevelyan name, and one hundred
years to do it—in exchange for her soul. Fast-forward a
hundred years to Tom, who dreams of attending Darkwater
Hall School. A professor named Azrael offers him a bargain.
Will Sarah be able to stop Tom from making the same
mistake? Catherine Fisher's version of Faust is utterly
spellbinding!
“Later than usual one summer morning in 1984 . . .” On
California’s fog-hung North Coast, the enchanted redwood
groves of Vineland County harbor a wild assortment of sixties
survivors and refugees from the “Nixonian Reaction,” still
struggling with the consequences of their past lives. Aging
hippie freak Zoyd Wheeler is revving up for his annual act of
televised insanity when news reaches that his old nemesis,
sinister federal agent Brock Vond, has come storming into
Vineland at the head of a heavily armed Justice Department
strike force. Zoyd instantly disappears underground, but not
before dispatching his teenage daughter Prairie on a dark
odyssey into her secret, unspeakable past. . . . Freely
combining disparate elements from American popular
culture—spy thrillers, ninja potboilers, TV soap operas, sci-fi
fantasies—Vineland emerges as what Salman Rushdie has
called in The New York Times Book Review “that rarest of
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birds: a major political novel about what America has been
doing to itself, to its children, all these many years.”
Old enemies meet on new worlds in The Line of Polity, the
second novel in Neal Asher's popular Agent Cormac series.
At the frontiers of human-occupied space, the Miranda space
station has been utterly destroyed. Earth Central assigns
Agent Ian Cormac to discover the truth, because the alien
bioconstruct Dragon seems the most likely culprit. Meanwhile,
rebellion is brewing on Masada. The planet’s people are
enslaved on the surface, living in fear of their overlords in
orbit, who punish transgressions with laser strikes. Leaving
their compounds also means death, as monstrous predators
roam the toxic wilderness. Civil war looms, while a rebel
biophysicist brings lethal Jain technology to this world. Agent
Cormac must find out what connects these events, if he is to
avert catastrophe. The Line of Polity is followed by Brass
Man, the third title in the Agent Cormac series.

Set in a lethal waterworld, The Skinner is the first
novel in the far-future Spatterjay series by Neal
Asher. The savage ocean planet of Spatterjay draws
visitors with very different agendas. Erlin is immortal
and seeks a reason to keep living. Janer hosts a
hive mind, which paid him to find this planet. And
Keech is an agent of Earth who’s been dead for
seven hundred years – but still hunts a notorious
criminal. On Spatterjay’s vast waterscapes, only the
Old Captains risk the native life forms and their
voracious appetites. However, they are now barely
human. And somewhere out there Keech’s target –
the Skinner – runs wild. Keech pursues the Skinner
for atrocities committed in a centuries-past war,
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fought with the alien Prador. But one of these Prador
is fast approaching Spatterjay to exterminate
witnesses to his own war crimes. And he won’t
spare its visitors. Continue the science fiction
adventure with The Voyage of Sable Keech and
Orbus.
1984 is George Orwell's terrifying vision of a
totalitarian future in which everything and everyone
is slave to a tyrannical regime lead by The Party.
Winston Smith works for the Ministry of Truth in
London, chief city of Airstrip One. Big Brother stares
out from every poster, the Thought Police uncover
every act of betrayal. When Winston finds love with
Julia, he discovers that life does not have to be dull
and deadening, and awakens to new possibilities.
Despite the police helicopters that hover and circle
overhead, Winston and Julia begin to question the
Party; they are drawn towards conspiracy. Yet Big
Brother will not tolerate dissent - even in the mind.
For those with original thoughts they invented Room
101. . .
"Casey depicts family ties that uplift and support and
family ties broken by anger in a poignant, lyrical,
authentic novel of early day Oklahoma." —CAROLYN
HART, New York Times bestselling author In the
autumn of 1915, Shaw Tucker, his brother James,
and their sons go hunting. Instead of a quail, Shaw's
dog, Buttercup, flushes an old boot...containing the
bones of a foot. Buttercup then leads the men to a
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shallow grave and a skeleton with a bullet hole in the
skull. That night, Shaw awakens to see a pair of
moccasin-clad legs brushing by his tent flap. He
chases the intruder, but he has disappeared. His
concern is justified when he realizes that
someone—or something—has followed him home.
Dread turns to relief when he captures a young
Creek Indian boy called Crying Blood. Shaw ties the
boy up in the barn, but during the few minutes he is
left alone, someone thrusts a spear through Crying
Blood's heart. The local law is on the killer's trail, but
Shaw Tucker has a hunch... Only Shaw's wife Alafair
might be able to forestall his dangerous plan. So
Shaw sends her on a wild goose chase so he can
confront the killer...
Describes a group of friends, black and white,
growing up radical amid the turbulence of the sixties
and seventies, following them from their 1960 sixthgrade class in Great Neck to their involvement in civil
rights and peace movements.
"Jane Austen at Home offers a fascinating look at
Jane Austen's world through the lens of the homes in
which she lived and worked throughout her life. The
result is a refreshingly unique perspective on Austen
and her work and a beautifully nuanced exploration
of gender, creativity, and domesticity."--Amanda
Foreman, bestselling author of Georgianna, Duchess
of Devonshire Take a trip back to Jane Austen's
world and the many places she lived as historian
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Lucy Worsley visits Austen's childhood home, her
schools, her holiday accommodations, the
houses--both grand and small--of the relations upon
whom she was dependent, and the home she
shared with her mother and sister towards the end of
her life. In places like Steventon Parsonage,
Godmersham Park, Chawton House and a small
rented house in Winchester, Worsley discovers a
Jane Austen very different from the one who
famously lived a 'life without incident'. Worsley
examines the rooms, spaces and possessions which
mattered to her, and the varying ways in which
homes are used in her novels as both places of
pleasure and as prisons. She shows readers a
passionate Jane Austen who fought for her freedom,
a woman who had at least five marriage prospects,
but--in the end--a woman who refused to settle for
anything less than Mr. Darcy. Illustrated with two
sections of color plates, Lucy Worsley's Jane Austen
at Home is a richly entertaining and illuminating new
book about one of the world’s favorite novelists and
one of the subjects she returned to over and over in
her unforgettable novels: home.
As she tries to cope with the discovery of her
husband's infidelity and her diagnosis with a lifethreatening illness, British teacher Frances recalls
her own role in an illicit romance, in 1976 Mexico
when she met up with a glamourous group of
Americans on vacation A first novel.
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When an antique bridal quilt appears under
mysterious circumstances at the vintage clothing
shop where Rachel Grant works, she is fascinated.
She has never been able to resist handmade textiles
from the past, for she believes that through the ages,
women wove protective magic into their fabrics in
order to mark the important events of their lives:
birth, marriage, and death. But there is more than
good in the quilt's magic power. Day by day Rachel
sees and feels the power growing, as she senses
the quilt influencing her thoughts and actions. Much
as Rachel's logical mind longs to deny the
supernatural, the aura of evil coming from the quilt is
terrifyingly real, and it seems to carry a sinister
legacy into the lives of the people Rachel loves.
Welcome, welcome to Caraval—Stephanie Garber’s
sweeping tale of two sisters who escape their
ruthless father when they enter the dangerous
intrigue of a legendary game. Scarlett has never left
the tiny island where she and her beloved sister,
Tella, live with their powerful, and cruel, father. Now
Scarlett’s father has arranged a marriage for her,
and Scarlett thinks her dreams of seeing Caraval,
the far-away, once-a-year performance where the
audience participates in the show, are over. But this
year, Scarlett’s long-dreamt of invitation finally
arrives. With the help of a mysterious sailor, Tella
whisks Scarlett away to the show. Only, as soon as
they arrive, Tella is kidnapped by Caraval’s
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mastermind organizer, Legend. It turns out that this
season’s Caraval revolves around Tella, and
whoever finds her first is the winner. Scarlett has
been told that everything that happens during
Caraval is only an elaborate performance. But she
nevertheless becomes enmeshed in a game of love,
heartbreak, and magic with the other players in the
game. And whether Caraval is real or not, she must
find Tella before the five nights of the game are over,
a dangerous domino effect of consequences is set
off, and her sister disappears forever.
No one can outrun the past in Brass Man, is the third novel in
Neal Asher's popular Agent Cormac series. Imperfectly
resurrected by Jain technology, Mr Crane is back from the
dead. The brass killing machine is haunted by a violent past
he can’t fully forget or truly remember. He seeks to heal his
shattered mind as his new master, an old biophysicist enemy
of Agent Cormac, sets him on an improbable mission: to hunt
a dragon on the frontier world of Cull. On Cull, each day is a
struggle for survival. Ferocious insectile monsters roam the
volatile planet. And the low-tech human settlers are
desperate to reach their ancestors’ starship – orbiting
tantalisingly out of reach. An entity calling itself Dragon
assists them, but what are its real motives, and why is the
biophysicist really here? Cormac must find the answers, and
face multiple threats to the Polity. Brass Man is followed by
Polity Agent, the fourth book in the Agent Cormac series.
An international literary event: Ten new stories from a
beloved and award-winning author. This stunning collection of
new stories demonstrates once again why Alice Munro is
celebrated as a pre-eminent master of the short story. While
some of the stories are traditional, set in “Alice Munro
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Country” in Ontario or in B.C., dealing with ordinary women’s
lives, others have a new, sharper edge. They involve child
murders, strange sex, and a terrifying home invasion. By way
of astonishing variety, the title story, set in Victorian Europe,
follows the last journey from France to Sweden of a famous
Russian mathematician. This daring, superb collection proves
that Alice Munro will always surprise you.
A secret sect of the Catholic Church, armed with an ancient
book of the undead called The Gospel of Shadows, has been
slowly destroying vampires for centuries. Now the book has
been stolen, and the sect races to retrieve it before their
purpose is discovered: a final purge of all vampires. As the
line between saints and shadows grows ominously faint,
private eye Peter Octavian is drawn into the search. And he'll
do anything to find the book ... for Peter Octavian is also a
vampire. Ostracized by his kindred for refusing to take part in
the 'blood song', he cannot stand by and watch while they are
destroyed. In a deadly game with a driven, sadistic assassin,
the trail leads to Venice at the time of carnival, where the
Defiant Ones, as the vampires are known, are engaged in a
savage battle for their lives. Filled with plot twists, mystery,
sex and violent death, Of Saints and Shadows is a spinetingling thriller which opens the door to the world of The
Shadow Saga.
This gothic classic, “The Turn of the Screw” is one of the
most famous ghost stories of all time. On Christmas Eve,
Douglas reads a manuscript written by a former
acquaintance, the governess, whom Douglas claims to have
known and who is now dead. The manuscript tells the story of
how the young governess is hired by a man who has become
responsible for his young nephew and niece after the tragic
deaths of their parents. He is uninterested in raising the
children. The governess’s new employer gives her full
responsibility for the young siblings and explicitly states that
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he is not to be bothered with communications of any sort. Set
in a remote estate this critically acclaimed novella tells the
tale of a governess who, looking after two children, becomes
convinced that the grounds are haunted. This story has been
adapted many times for film and television, most recently in
The Turning (2020). Famed for its ability to create an intimate
sense of confusion and suspense, this novella is a must-read
for all horror and ghost story fans.
Strikingly original in its conception, ambitious in scope, with
characters engrossingly and vividly drawn, the first book in R.
Scott Bakker's Prince of Nothing series creates a remarkable
world from whole cloth-its language and classes of people, its
cities, religions, mysteries, taboos, and rituals-the kind of allembracing universe Tolkien and Herbert created
unforgettably in the epic fantasies The Lord of the Rings and
Dune. It's a world scarred by an apocalyptic past, evoking a
time both two thousand years past and two thousand years
into the future, as untold thousands gather for a crusade.
Among them, two men and two women are ensnared by a
mysterious traveler, Anasûrimbor Kellhus—part warrior, part
philosopher, part sorcerous, charismatic presence—from lands
long thought dead. The Darkness That Comes Before is a
history of this great holy war, and like all histories, the
survivors write its conclusion.
Science fiction. The Polity is under attack from a melded AI
entity with control of the lethal Jain technology, yet the attack
seems to have no coherence. When one of Erebus
wormships kills millions on the world of Klurhammon, a hightech agricultural world of no real tactical significance, agent
Ian Cormac is sent to investigate, though he is secretly
struggling to control a new ability no human being should
possess, and beginning to question the motives of his AI
masters. Further attacks and seemingly indiscriminate
slaughter ensue, but only serve to bring some of the most
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dangerous individuals in the Polity into the war. Mr Crane, the
indefatigable brass killing machine sets out for vengeance,
while Orlandine, a vastly-augmented haiman who herself
controls Jain technology, seeks a weapon of appalling power
and finds allies from an ancient war. Meanwhile Mika,
scientist and Dragon expert, is again kidnapped by that
unfathomable alien entity and dragged into the heart of
things: to wake the makers of Jain technology from their fivemillion-year slumber.
This high-octane adventure is set in the same world as Neal
Asher's acclaimed Polity universe. It's a thrilling, fast-paced
standalone novel, perfect for fans of Alastair Reynolds and
Stephen Baxter. Created to die–determined to live . . . Jack
Four–one of twenty human clones–has been created to be
sold. His purchasers are the alien prador and they only want
him for their experimentation program. But there is something
different about Jack. No clone should possess the knowledge
that’s been loaded into his mind. And no normal citizen of
humanity’s Polity worlds would have this information. The
prador’s king has been mutated by the Spatterjay virus into a
creature even more monstrous than the prador themselves.
And his children, the King’s Guard, have undergone similar
changes. They were infected by the virus during the last
humans-versus-prador war, now lapsed into an uneasy truce.
But the prador are always looking for new weapons – and
their experimentation program might give them the edge they
seek. Suzeal trades human slaves out of the Stratogaster
Space Station, re-engineering them to serve the prador. She
thinks the rewards are worth the risks, but all that is about to
change. The Station was once a zoo, containing monsters
from across known space. All the monsters now dwell on the
planet below, but they aren’t as contained as they seem. And
a vengeful clone may be the worst danger of all. ‘Neal
Asher’s books are like an adrenaline shot targeted directly
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for the brain’ John Scalzi, author of the Old Man’s War
series 'Magnificently awesome. Then Asher turns it up to
eleven' Peter F. Hamilton, author of Salvation and others, on
Asher's The Soldier
Merciless. Murderer. Monster. He has been called many
names in his time. Built for war and nothing else, he has
witnessed every shade of violence humans know, and he has
wrought his own masterpieces with their colours. He cared
once, perhaps, but far too long ago. He is bound to his task,
dead to the chaos he wreaks for his masters. Now, he has a
new master to serve and a new war to endure. In the far
reaches of the Realm, Hartlund tears itself in two over coin
and crown. This time he will fight for a boy king and a general
bent on victory. Beneath it all he longs for change. For
something to surprise him. For an end to this cycle of warfare.
Every fighter has a last fight. Even one made of stone.

The Ancient Egyptian gods have defeated all the
other pantheons and claimed dominion over the
earth, dividing it into warring factions. Lt. David
Westwynter, a British soldier, stumbles into
Freegypt, the only place to have remained
independent of the gods’ influence. There, he
encounters the followers of a humanist leader known
as the Lightbringer, who has vowed to rid mankind of
the shackles of divine oppression. As the world
heads towards an apocalyptic battle, there is far
more to this freedom fighter than it seems...
Annie Dunne and her cousin Sarah live and work on
a small farm in a remote and beautiful part of
Wicklow in late 1950s Ireland. All about them the old
green roads are being tarred, cars are being
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purchased, a way of life is about to disappear. Like
two old rooks, they hold to their hill in Kelsha,
cherishing everything. When Annie's nephew and his
wife are set to go to London to find work, their two
small children, a little boy and his older sister, are
brought down to spend the summer with their greataunt. It is a strange chance for happiness for Annie.
But against that happiness moves the figure of Billy
Kerr, with his ambiguous attentions to Sarah,
threatening to drive Annie from her last niche of
safety in the world. The world of childish innocence
also proves darkened and puzzling to her, and she
struggles to find clear ground, clear light - to
preserve her sense of love and place against these
subtle forces of disquiet. A summer of adventure,
pain, delight and ultimately epiphany unfolds for both
the children and their elderly caretakers in this
poignant and exquisitely told story of innocence, loss
and reconciliation.
A dark and fantastic collection of stories from the
author of Tithe and The Spiderwick Chronicles.
A man shouldn’t die with no understanding of why
he’s been murdered Renowned throughout the land
of Ankhana as the Blade of Tyshalle, Caine has
killed his share of monarchs and commoners, villains
and heroes. He is relentless, unstoppable, simply the
best there is at what he does. At home on Earth,
Caine is Hari Michaelson, a superstar whose
adventures in Ankhana command an audience of
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billions. Yet he is shackled by a rigid caste society,
bound to ignore the grim fact that he kills men on a
far-off world for the entertainment of his own
planet—and bound to keep his rage in check. But now
Michaelson has crossed the line. His estranged wife,
Pallas Rill, has mysteriously disappeared in the
slums of Ankhana. To save her, he must confront the
greatest challenge of his life: a lethal game of cat
and mouse with the most treacherous rulers of two
worlds . . .
Forty short stories and essays have been selected
as representative of the Argentine writer's
metaphysical narratives
In the parched, arid wastes of this far-flung Polity
world, Snow is being hunted. With a prize on his
head and his life in danger, trust is a luxury he can't
afford. Hirald, pale and deadly in the blistering heat,
is an ambiguous presence. But who is she? What
does she want from him? Mankind has sought
Snow's secret for thousands of years, and blood will
flow in the desert before it's revealed. This short tale
is compelling, brutal and lingers long after the final
word: the perfect introduction to Neal Asher's Polity
universe fiction.
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